
 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

January Update 
We are thrilled to announce this year’s 
Reflections winners: 

1st Place: Fatima Hirmas 

 
 

 
2nd Place: Joshua De Jesus-Mora 

 

 
 

 
Honorable Mentions: Sabih Wali, Shonmarie 

Washington, and Maya Ortiz 

Congratulations to all of these talented artists 
who did an amazing job representing the theme 
“Look Within”!  The winning pieces will be on 
display at the school so stop by to view them in 
person.  

The Reflections theme for the 2020-2021 school 
year will be announced in May.  

Featured Art Element: Pattern    
Pattern is the repetition of visual elements of art. For example, 
you can create pattern by repeating lines, shapes, and/or 
colors over and over again in your work. Patterns give the art 
rhythm and can help create movement within the artwork.  

 Featured Artist: Juan O’Gorman 
The largest mosaic mural in the world can be found on the 
library of the National Autonomous University of Mexico 
(UNAM) in Mexico City. A mosaic is a picture you create with 
small colored pieces of material (paper, stone, tile, glass, wood, 
etc.). The UNAM’s library was created by architect and artist 
Juan O’Gorman. Juan’s father was an Irish painter who 
immigrated to Mexico. He taught his son how to paint, but Juan 

decided to focus on designing buildings. He was a little eccentric (meaning slightly 
strange) and designed his own house to be part natural cave! He also designed a house 
and art studio for famous artists Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo! Juan did eventually become 
a painter, but in the 1950s, he returned to architecture 
to create UNAM’s Central Library. The library is ten 
stories tall and all four sides are covered with a mosaic 
called “A Historical Representation of Culture”, which 
tells a story of Mexican history as well as stories from 
Mexican mythology. The mosaic is made from natural 
stones gathered from areas around Mexico. Larger 
stones had to be broken by hand before they could be  
placed! What kinds of patterns do you see in this piece?    

Create A Mosaic! 
1. Draw a simple object or shape (fish, flower, star, heart) 

on colored paper (if you don’t have colored paper, 
color a sheet of white paper using crayons, markers, 
etc.) 

2. Cut out the object or shape that you drew.  
3. Cut your object or shape into pieces, making sure not 

to cut the pieces too small.  
4. On another sheet of paper, arrange your paper pieces 

to recreate your object or shape—like a puzzle! Leave a 
little space between each of the paper pieces. When 
you are happy with the look, glue each piece down.   

5. Fill in the space around/inside your object with other 
pieces of paper that are a different color than your 
shape or object. Once done, display your amazing 
mosaic!  

 

SEND US A PICTURE! Email a picture of your drawing to 
covartdocents@gmail.com  Your art could be featured in the 
next newsletter!  

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! 
Do you have a suggestion for a featured 
artist? An art project? A favorite art 
medium? Send your suggestions to 
covartdocents@gmail.com and  
you could be featured in an 
upcoming newsletter!  

The Covington Elementary Art Docent Program is 
funded by the PTA and works in conjunction with the 
Interurban College of the Arts. All docents are 
volunteers. Interested in volunteering? Email the Art 
Docents Program at covartdocents@gmail.com. 

Featured Favorite Art Medium: Construction Paper Crayons 
Anyone who has colored on construction paper knows that normal crayons do 
not show up well on the paper. However, construction paper crayons are 
specially formulated to provide bright, rich color, regardless of the paper used! 
 

 

“To practice any art, no 
matter how well or badly, is a 
way to make your soul grow. 
So do it. “ – Kurt Vonnegut 


